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THINKING OF CO-OP?
Advisors don’t know everything. Take it 
from those who have been there. Read 
their advice on co-oping.  Page 11

COOL AS, WELL, ICE
NHL strike got you down? Tech 
hockey won twice against Citadel this 
weekend. Page 31

Midcity Café offers true taste of Midtown

STOMP electrifies audiences at Fox

Photo courtesy Theater of the Stars 

Foregoing dialogue and relying solely upon motion, rhythm and music, 
STOMP offers a unique stage experience for all theatergoers. 

Photo courtesy Midcity Café 

Located close to Tech, Midcity Café has a very modern, décor that 
provides students with a true Midtown experience. 

By Haining Yu
Assistant News Editor

Finally, the trendy atmosphere 
and urban cool of Midtown com-
bines with affordable student pricing 
at the newly opened Midcity Café. 
Offering a wide selection of coffee, 
beer, wine, cocktails and internation-

ally inspired food, Midcity Café is 
located within easy walking distance, 
just one block down from Barnes 
and Noble on the corner of West 
Peachtree and Abercrombie.

One step into the café brings 
a vibrant reminder that Atlanta 
really is a cosmopolitan city. The 
sophisticated décor makes this 

small but inviting space perfect for 
a cozy conversation over a warm cup 
of espresso or a great beginning to 
a night out with friends and your 
favorite martini. 

To give your taste buds a trip 
around the world, try ordering one 
of the Bahn Mi lemon grass sand-
wiches, available with BBQ pork, 
chicken, shrimp or tofu. Served on 
a baguette that is as fresh and crisp 
as the menu claims, the sandwich 
comes topped with pickled daikon 

radish and carrot, cucumber spears, 
jalapeños and mayonnaise. 

Now for those of you who are 
skeptical about eating tofu, or have 
always believed that tofu is taste-
less, I highly recommend giving 
the Lemon grass tofu a try. As an 
Asian, I’ve eaten tofu all my life, 
and I would say that this is some of 
the best tofu I’ve ever tasted west of 
the Atlantic Ocean. 

The tofu is grilled so that all of the 
taste of the lemon grass flavoring is 
absorbed inside, making every bite 
a pleasing experience. 

Photo courtesy Midcity Café

Midcity Café offers both indoor and outdoor dining options, and with 
its heated patio makes dining al fresco possible even in January.  

See Midcity, page 22

By Halley Espy
Staff Writer

With 30 brooms, 12 pairs of 
drumsticks, 200 liters of water, 12 
boxes of matches, eight lids, eight 
bananas and 15 pounds of sand, 
STOMP, presented by Theater of the 
Stars, swept audiences to their feet 

delivering pulsating performances 
at the Fox Theater during the week 
of Jan. 19-23.

Electrifying, energetic and ex-
plosive, STOMP entrances a wide 
array of individuals, meriting its 
critical acclaim as an “international 
sensation.”

Combining physical passion and 
a sexy flair, STOMP performers fuse 
eight individual personalities with 
the language of rhythm to create a 

distinct beat that is all their own. 
Anything but a conventional 

stage play, STOMP is a rhythmic 
display of ordinary objects used in 
extraordinary ways. 

Whether they are drumming 

on a matchbox or their own bodies, 
banging on kitchen sink or hubcap, 
flicking a Zippo lighter or a plastic 
bag, this unique group of percussion-
ists finds music in the everyday.

Not even breaking for intermis-

sion, the high-energy production 
is non-stop entertainment for a 
solid hour and a half. Each of the 
performers exudes a keen perception 
of meticulous timing and raw talent 
that engages the audience.

Since its inception in Brighton, 
U.K. in the summer of 1991, STOMP 
has experienced a whirlwind of suc-
cess, acquiring numerous awards and 

glowing reviews along the way. After 
a 10-year collaboration, Luke Cress-
well and Steve McNicholas blended 
elements of percussion and comedy 
to produce, finance and direct the 
original STOMP; the show has been 
touring the States since 1995.

Countless casts and tours later, 
STOMP expanded beyond the stage 
by boasting several media appear-

“Combining physical 
passion and a 
sexy flair, STOMP 
performers fuse 
eight individual 
personalities with 
the language of 
rhythm...”

“Each of the 
performers exudes 
a keen perception 
of meticulous timing 
and raw talent 
that engages the 
audience.”

See STOMP, page 25

Funny Farm hosts 
Last Comic vets

This weekend, The Funny Farm 
Comedy Club in Roswell will be 
hosting Last Comic Standing veterans 
Gary Gulman, Alonzo Boden and 
Jay London. Showtimes are Friday at 
8:30 p.m. and Saturday and Sunday 
at 8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. Tickets are 
$16.50 and $20.

This weekend, 
meet Pedro

Dave Bazan’s Pedro the Lion is 
coming to the Variety Playhouse 
this Friday. Those of you out there 
who know about Pedro the Lion are 
probably pretty excited right now, 
and for those who don’t, go buy their 
album Control and then you will be. 
Tickets are $12 and the show starts 
at 9 p.m.

Enjoy some classic 
rock at Tabernacle

This Friday, all around rocker Joe 
Cocker is coming to the Tabernacle 
for “The Heart & Soul Tour,” and 
he is going to classic rock your face 
off. The show starts at 8 p.m. and 
tickets cost a cool $39.50.

The café also offers pressed sand-
wiches, such as the Panini Grosso, 
the Cubano and the Mediterranean 
Tuna, a surprisingly moist and 
f lavorful no-mayo tuna. Soups, 
salads, noodle bowls and tempting 
appetizers such as bruchetta and a 
cheese plate of artisan cheeses are 
also on the menu. 

The café’s food comes fresh from 
Pangaea, one of the West End’s favor-
ite lunch spots. At about six dollars a 
pop after a ten percent GT discount, 
a hearty sandwich can be yours for 
a rather reasonable price.

The most impressive feature of the 

“One step into 
the café brings a 
vibrant reminder 
that Atlanta really is 
a cosmopolitan city. 
The sophisticated 
décor makes this 
small...space 
perfect for a cozy 
conversation...” Midcity Café

Food: Internationally inspired 
sandwiches, soups and salad 
Service: Friendly, attractive and 
knowledgeable
Setting: Small, urban, eclectic, dim 
lighting, grove music
Address/telephone: 845 Spring 
Street, Suite D1/(404) 881-5377
Hours: Mon.-Thu.: 11 a.m.-11 p.m. 
Fri.-Sat.: 11 a.m.-1 a.m. Closed Sun.
Price Range: $2-12
Credit cards: All major cards ac-
cepted
Vegetarian choices: Yes
Parking: Off of Abercrombie
Noise Level: Conducive to close 
conversations 
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Phantom haunts big screen

Photo courtesy Warner Bros. Pictures

Gerard Butler and Emmy Rossum portray the Phantom and Christine, 
respectively in the film version of Phantom of the Opera.  

By Jessica Luza
Contributing Writer

It is typical for musicals adapted 
into movies to fall short, but Joel 
Schumacher’s interpretation of An-
drew Lloyd Webber’s The Phantom of 
the Opera does nothing but impress 
and dazzle with every chord. 

The movie opens in black and 
white format in the early 1900s in 
France in the old Paris Opera House 
where an auction is taking place.

 Auctioned items include props 
and pieces from the opera house that 
have been abandoned throughout 
the years, including the beautifully 

gigantic chandelier that has been 
restored since its demise from that 
fateful night when the Phantom 
of the Opera cut it down and let 
it fall over the full house of seated 
patrons. 

As the auctioneer recollects that 
tragic night, the opera house begins 
to transform into the opera house it 
once was many years before. Seats are 
no longer dusty with cobwebs but are 
now red with velvet upholstery. 

The balconies are not eerily 
deserted but filled with ushers and 
workers preparing for the night’s 
opera goers. 

In the auctioneer’s place on the 
stage are the ballerinas and opera 
singers rehearsing and gossiping. 

Finally, the enormous crystal chan-
delier is no longer lying on the floor, 
but is displayed gallantly over the 
audience.

Minnie Driver (Good Will Hunt-
ing) plays Carlotta, the prominent 
high maintenance opera singer with 
a quick temper, sharp tongue and 
mediocre voice. 

After throwing a temper tantrum 
she decides to quit and storms off 
the stage in a huff. Christine (The 
Day After Tomorrow’s Emmy Ros-
sum), a mere ballet dancer from 
the ensemble,  is chosen to take her 

place and performs flawlessly for the 
night’s performance.

After the curtain call, Christine 
hurries back to her dressing room 
where she hears the voice of her 
“angel of music.”

She believes this angel was sent 
to her by her deceased father, and 
throughout the years it has taught 
her to sing and helped to strengthen 
and train her own voice. 

The voice guides her to a secret 
passage where she first meets the 

Beautiful Boxer depicts struggle 
for belonging, search for identity

By Melissa Cataldo
Contributing Writer

From the time he was a small 
boy in a northern Thai village, 
Nong Toom (played by Asanee 
Suwan) dreamed of being a beau-
tiful woman. Seemingly trapped 
in a male body by the karma 
from his last life, he found his 
unlikely es-
cape through 
Muay Thai 
boxing. He 
could earn 
the money 
he needed 
for his sex 
change op-
eration as a 
prize fight-
er.

Based on 
a true story, 
Beautiful Boxer recounts Toom’s 
life mainly in flashbacks during 
an interview with a reporter. 
This proved to be a pointless 
framing device and was among 
the movie’s weaknesses since the 
reporter never had a perspective 
or anything to add. 

The story could have stood 
alone. Spurred by his dream of 
womanhood, Toom struggles, 

Rocky-esque, to reach peak male 
physical condition with the help 
of help his training camp coach, 
Pi Chart (Sorapong Chatree). 

Gaining credibility as a boxer, 
he becomes more comfortable 
with himself as a woman and 
wears make-up and increasingly 
feminine clothes to his fights. 

Seeing stereotypes shattered 
as a gay trans-
vestite kicks 
ass is rousing 
and at times 
sweetly fun-
ny, but Beau-
tiful Boxer is 
more than 
a feel-good 
u n d e r d o g 
story.

W e r e 
Nong Toom’s 
fame and for-

tune the product of sideshow 
exploitation? Thankfully, the 
movie addresses this complicated 
issue. 

Even Toom himself questions 
whether his means to an end had 
gone too far during the low point 
of his career—an over-hyped 
publicity fight against Japan’s 

See Phantom, page 25

See Boxer, page 21

“Spurred by 
his dream of 
womanhood, Toom 
struggles, Rocky-
esque, to reach 
peak male physical 
condition...”

“The movie opens 
in black and white 
format in the early 
1900s in France in 
the old Paris Opera 
House where an 
auction is taking 
place.”

Photo courtesy GMM Pictures
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0100101101001010100110100101TWO BITS
Lacking Zen in your life? Buy electronics and skip class

Over the years, the Two Bits 
Man has gotten a reputation for his 
humanitarian bent. For example, he 
has never written articles suggest-
ing that Tech students should use 
stun guns on those students who 
sit in the front row and engage the 
professor in philosophical debate 
while the rest of the class is hoping 
for a test review. 

Nor have I ever suggested that 
you should switch the big-screen in 
the Student Center to PBS to watch 
nature shows during the Superbowl. 
Likewise, I’ve never suggested an 
SGA-sponsored freshman toss 
(though I hope someone from SGA 
is reading this).

In my humanitarian vein, 
I decided that I 

should take a look at what gives 
meaning to the life of the average 
Tech student, and help you get more 
of that meaning. After all, a school 
with such a strong liberal arts pro-
gram as Tech clearly has students who 
are out there on a quest for Zen, or at 
least a reasonably well programmed 
simulation thereof.

Okay, so here’s the problem. No 
Zen. No well-programmed simula-
tion of Zen. There’s not even a poorly 
programmed and insufficiently sup-
ported outsourced Zen written by 
someone who will take your CS job 
after you graduate. When I realized 
this lack o f 

Zen 
i n 

my life, it became apparent that I 
would have to do what most geeks do 
and replace personal understanding 
and comprehension of the myster-
ies of the universe with consumer 
electronics. As long as there are 
new consumer electronics, the geek 
has something to 
reach for.

So, about a 
year ago, I real-
ized that I had 
one of every class 
of  consumer 
electronic ob-
ject except for 
a DVD burner 
and a GPS. 

L a p t o p : 
check. Stereo: 
check. Digital 
camera: check. MP3 Player: check. 
None of the ones I had were the 
greatest in their class, but they still 
rounded out every class of consumer 
electronic object except for the DVD 
burner and GPS. 

Well, over the past year, I have 
scored a GPS and a DVD burner, 

so once again here I am, stuck 
without meaning again.

I did what any reasonable 
person having a spiritual 
crisis would do. I said reason-

able, so all you people who 
stand on the Skiles walkway 

attempting to recruit people 
into your wacko faith, you can’t 
fool me. 

Like a reasonable person having 
a spiritual crisis, I went to Fry’s, and 
there to give me some meaning was 
a satellite radio, but now I really am 
sure that I have one of every class of 
consumer electronics, so it’s time for 
more spiritual crisis.

So, here I am again looking for 

meaning, and this is where I go back 
to my humanitarian quest to look for 
Zen and to help you on your quest 
to enlightenment. How about if I 
start off by telling you where there 
is no meaning? These are the places 
that you should avoid:

Class. Need I 
say more? Any-
one who was ever 
duped by their 
i nc ompe tent 
academic advi-
sor (no, I’m not 
going to name 
names here) into 
taking an ECE 
weed out course 
as a technical 
elective knows 
that there is no 

meaning in class. 
You go, you stare at the squiggles 

on the dry erase board, you roll 
your eyes at the guy in the front 
row (though you certainly don’t 
do something inhumane like zap 
him with your stun gun), and you 
leave more confused then when 
you started.

Office hours. The professor asks 
you to see the homework that you 
didn’t understand in the first place. 
You say that you didn’t understand 
it. The professor accuses you of not 
doing it. You complement his abil-
ity to overstate the obvious, and 
you reiterate that you didn’t do it 
because you didn’t understand it. 
He tells you that he won’t help you 
since you didn’t do the homework. 
Rinse, repeat.

The library. Of all places at Tech 
that seem to absorb the life mean-
ing that students have, this would 

See TwoBits, page 22

“So, about a year 
ago, I realized that 
I had one of every 
class of consumer 
electronic object 
except for a DVD 
burner and a GPS.”

premier female wrestler that makes 
a mockery of his sport.

The movie has a somewhat 
amateurish quality. It is obviously a 
foreign film with a lower budget than 
many American audiences might be 
used to seeing, and the musical score 
is a bit cheesy. 

The seamless transition between 
English segments and Thai segments 
with English subtitles is an impressive 
technical achievement.

Despite its shortcomings, the 
greatest strength of the movie is 
allowing us to see Nong Toom 
not as a spectacle and a freak, but 

as someone whose struggles with 
identity can lead us to important 
questions about ourselves. 

Coming out of the theater, I 
started asking myself about our 
human longing to be beautiful 
and the relationship between body 
and soul.

How do we measure ourselves—
through external accomplishments 
or through becoming the image of 
what we want to be? Do these goals 
ever stand in opposition? Toom’s 
female hormone pills eventually 
make him lose in the ring. 

Although boxing was only a 
temporary device for Toom in his 
larger quest, I couldn’t help but feel 
some regret since his fierce athletic 
grace as a boxer was as beautiful as 
the womanly model and actress he 
was eventually able to become.

“The greatest 
strength of the 
movie is allowing 
us to see Nong 
Toom...as someone 
who struggles with 
identity...”

Boxer from page 20
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drool. Rare domestic micro-brewery 
and imported beers are on tap, such 
as Germany’s Paulaner Hefweizen, 
Oregon’s Rogue Hazelnut Brown 
and Ireland’s Guinness. Warsteiner, 
Sam Adams and many more are 
available in a bottle. 

They a l so 
of fer a good 
wine selection, 
with whites and 
red s  ha i l ing 
from Califor-
nia, Australia, 
Chile, Italy and 
France, just to 
name a few. As 
expected at a 
good bar, only 
mid-to-top-of-
the-line liquors 
and liqueurs are 
used in making a variety of cocktails, 
from traditional to innovative. The 
house drink is an espresso martini, 
essentially an iced vanilla espresso 
mixed with Grey Goose Vodka. On 
Saturday nights, Midcity Café gets 
its groove on and stays open late 

TwoBits from page 21

“On Saturday nights, 
Midcity Café gets its 
groove on and stays 
open late with DJ 
Rodd Summers.  The 
music is generally 
mellow, but at times 
upbeat...”

Café offers 
international 
cuisine, variety of 
beverages

Midcity
Continued from page 19 

be the place. 
Back when I was a young, idealis-

tic junior, I had still not set foot in the 
place, but by the time my first senior 
year came along, I found my way 
to the library, 
and that’s when 
I realized that 
I didn’t under-
stand anything 
at all. 

Since then, 
not a semester 
has passed that 
I haven’t had 
something to re-
search in the library, and as time goes 
on my life has a lot less meaning.

In fact, I think there’s only one 
conveniently located place where a 
Tech student can get meaning in his 
or her life, and that’s the MARTA 
Five Points station. 

I highly recommend this station 
because it’s the only station with the 
guy who knows when the world is 

going to end and how to avoid being 
detected by The Man. His friendly 
advice has kept me from numerous 
run-ins with the law. Though the 
Decatur station does have the guy 
who proudly dates a two-liter bottle 
of Coke, he is less insightful than the 
Five Points guy. 

Furthermore, 
the Decatur fel-
low cheats on the 
Coke with a two-
liter bottle of 
Mountain Dew, 
so I question his 
integrity, and 
in some curious 
and Two Bits-
only fashion, 

integrity does relate to meaning.
It’s a confusing week in a confus-

ing college career. Until some new 
consumer electronic object gives my 
life meaning again, I think I’m due for 
a trip on MARTA. Until next week, 
this is the Two Bits Man reminding 
you that if you can’t find Zen, you 
can at least fake it with a PVR or a 
web-enabled refrigerator.

Original 
Comic 
Strip

menu however, is not its edible items, 
but rather the drinkable ones. 

The range of coffee and espresso 
drinks offered, from cappuccino 
to macchiato to iced latte and café 
Cubano, will give Starbucks a run 
for its money. 

The coffee beans are ground fresh 
on the spot and are imported from 
Italian coffee maker Lavazza, touted 
as “Italy’s Favorite Coffee.” 

For those of you who like your 
beer with flavor, the café’s beer selec-
tion is enough to make any beer lover 

with DJ Rodd Summers. The music 
is generally mellow, but at times 
upbeat, and is a mix of house and 
grove music played at a reasonable 
level that doesn’t force you to yell 
until you are hoarse just to make 
an order. 

Large plasma 
screens that play 
movies and free 
wireless inter-
net are icing on 
the cake, and a 
heated patio let 
you take advan-
tage of Atlanta’s 
mild winters. 
Behind the bar 
is a friendly and 
attractive staff 
who know what 
they are talking 

about when it comes to the menu. 
Summed up in one word from 
my friend Scott, Midcity Café is 
“snazzy.” And with student prices, 
every student can help do their part 
in dispelling the Tech stereotype by 
taking in some Midtown cool.

“The Decatur fellow 
cheats on the Coke 
with a two-liter 
bottle of Mountain 
Dew...”

Technique 
m

aking friday lectures m
ore interesting
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TECH 
B*TCH 
COMIX

By Erin Gatlin: gtg392h@mail.gatech.edu

Original 
Comic 
Strip

Choristes offers cliché story but hits right notes

Photo courtesy Miramax Pictures 

Les Choristes may be a cliché story about an educator making a dif-
ference in students’ lives, but with its artsy flair, it avoids the pitfalls 
of others films of its ilk and wins the heart of the audience.  

By Farral Wang
Contributing Writer

An unrelentingly poignant addi-
tion to the classic movie clichés of 
the “music bringing people together 
in appalling conditions” and of the 
“one educator can make a difference” 
themes, Les Choristes (The Chorus) 
follows one timid but unyielding 
teacher’s journey and triumph at 
a boarding school for disobedient 
youths. 

The narrative is regrettably told in 
a clumsily formulated and pointless 
flashback. Fortunately that does not 
take away from the plot. 

The heart of the story takes 
place in the countryside around 
1949 and is set at a school suitably 
named Le Fond De L’Etang (which 
means “hitting rock bottom”). This 
school for problematic adolescent 
delinquents run by a tyrannical 
headmaster, Rachin, who believes 
more in ruthless punishment than 
in using benevolence and sympathy 
to mold his students.

 Things start to look up for the 
boys with the arrival of a porky new 
teacher, Clement Mathieu, whose 
comical appearance masks a real flair 
for connecting with his students and 

obtaining their trust. 
Mathieu, a failed musician 

himself, decides to experiment with 
a different method of discipline by 
starting a school choir and reward-
ing the pupils with praises instead 

of the school’s old-fashioned motto 
of “action-reaction.”

Soon, a full blown struggle, much 
like the brawl between fascism and 
democracy during the second world 
war, which had only just recently 
ended, erupts between Mathieu 
and Rachin. 

Along the way, the bashful profes-
sor manages to reform Pierre, a dev-
astatingly handsome troublemaker 
and establishes a full-blown, gawky, 
prepubescent crush on Pierre’s beau-
tiful single mother. 

Les Choristes is never really inter-
ested in what the children’s opinions 
are or of the reasoning behind 
their actions. Instead, they remain 
part of the scenery as adorable but 
anonymous faces with dirty hands 
and muddy feet. 

The only memorable student is 
Pierre, although he is primarily in 
the screenplay to reinforce the point 
that good inevitably prevails over 
evil, which is a comforting message 

“Mathieu, a 
failed musician 
himself, decides to 
experiment with a 
different method of 
discipline by starting 
a school choir and 
rewarding the pupils 
with praises...”

See Chorus, page 25
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THEME CROSSWORD: TOTAL RECALL

© 2004 United Features Syndicate, Inc.

By Robert Zimmerman
United Features

ACROSS
1. Fathers and sons 
6. Military meal 
10. Sammy __ of baseball 
14. Legal matter 
17. Sensitive 
18. Part of QED 
19. Wine city in Italy 
20. Transmitted 
21. Pilgrims’ destination 
22. Kingly 
24. Dashboard item 
25. Nicholas II, e.g. 
26. Biblical refuge 
27. Spin crazily 
29. Take care of 
31. Capital of Bangladesh 
32. Start of a quip by George 
Burns: 5 wds. 
36. Spoils 
37. Mortise’s matching 
piece 
38. Genu 
39. Frostier 
41. Gas: prefix 
42. Old distance measure 
46. Quayle or Rowan 
49. Oliver __ Holmes 
51. Part 2 of quip: 3 wds. 
55. Unmatched 
56. To any extent: 2 wds. 
58. Choose
59. Ornamental braid 
60. Kind of pencil 
63. __ Carlo Menotti
66. Brightens 
67. Sheltered side 
68. Part 3 of quip 
71. Scuffle 
72. Folklore creatures 
75. Famous slave __ Scott 

76. Vocal solos 
80. Aficionado
81. Egg: prefix 
83. Watch furtively: 2 wds. 
85. Mongrel 
87. Part 4 of quip: 2 wds. 
91. Questionable remedy 
94. Attention 
95. Pierce with a spear 
96. Devilfish 
98. Knock the socks off of 
99. Getz or Laurel 
102. Sanctuary 
104. Iowa State’s home 
105. End of the quip: 5 wds.  
112. Equals 
113. Onetime student 
114. Overtake 
115. Sphere 
117. Fencing blade 
118. Raucous sound 
119. Data, for short 
121. Girl in the funnies 
123. Knocks 
124. Flivver 
125. Discord goddess 
126. Wild ass of Tibet 
127. Capp and Capone 
128. Cervid animal 
129. Chop 
130. Immigrants’ island 

DOWN
1. Baby’s first word 
2. Bitter 
3. Early aviator of note: 2 
wds. 
4. Catchall abbr. 
5. Clambake venue 
6. Deserve 
7. Recluse 
8. Hang down 
9. Plant part 
10. Hindu holy man 

11. Willow rod 
12. Look and look some 
more 
13. Trouble 
14. Change an appointment 
15. Make into law 
16. Digress 
20. Put on
23. Chicago university 
28. Rainy 
30. Ink for a copier 
31. Racket 
33. Two- __ sloth 
34. Oscar winner __ Streep 
35. Got with difficulty (with 
“out”) 
39. __ Jima 
40. Yield 
41. Choir member 
43. In unison: 2 wds. 
44. Republicans’ gp.
45. Final: abbr. 
47. Declare 
48. Captures
50. Roman household gods
52. British composer 
53. Popular web destination 
54. Arches 
57. Hand tool 
61. “__ Gantry” 
62. Like a barroom 
64. Wrath 
65. __ __ forth 
66. Dishware 
69. Minneapolis suburb 
70. Sunrise to sunset 
72. Merriment 
73. Flaring star 
74. Snoozes too long 
77. Stringy 
78. Sporadic 
79. City in Egypt 
81. Electrical unit 
82. Limo occupant, for 

short
84. Jewish festival 
86. “Norma __” 
88. Turner the singer 
89. Despondency 
90. Aches 
92. Junior, relative to Senior 
93. Yank: abbr. 
97. Germ-free 
100. British whitewalls 

101. Interjections 
103. Did an usher’s job 
104. Workout target, for 
short 
105. __ buffa 
106. India’s neighbor 
107. Prize 
108. Fill with joy 
109. Coach 
110. Shot in billiards 

111. West Indies native, for 
short 
116. Implores 
118. Naughty 
120. “Exodus” role 
122. Nothing 

See Solutions, page 26
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Live in Atlanta
ECHO LOUNGE
551 Flat Shoals Rd.. 
(404) 681-3600 
www.echostatic.com/echolounge
No events this week

TABERNACLE
152 Luckie St. 
(404) 688-1193 
http://www.atlantaconcerts.com/taber-
nacle.html
1/28 Joe Cocker
2/7 Gregg Allman and Friends with 

Tony Furtado

THE EARL 
488 Flat Shoals Ave. 
(404) 522-3950 
www.badearl.com
1/28 Home of the Wildcats
1/29  Second Shift
1/30 Jolie Holland
2/1 OK Productions presents:
  Sharon Jones & The Dap Kings
2/3 Manifest Frequency

VARIETY PLAYHOUSE 
1099 Euclid Ave. 
(404) 521-1786 
www.variety-playhouse.com
1/28 Pedro the Lion
1/29 Mountain
2/1 Bright Eyes
2/2 Taj Mahal Trio

THE MASQUERADE
695 North Ave. 
(404) 577-2007 
www.masq.com
1/28 As Tall As Lions, Cartel, The 

Receiving End of Sirens
1/29 METALFEST 2005
2/1 Letter Kills, Rose Hill Drive, 

Sutterfly
2/2 Seconds to Safety,  Shoreline 

Cinema, These Green Eyes, Promise 
Drive, The Awkward Romance

2/3 Inspector
2/4 Surplus, Blyndrive, Apathy, Car-

ousel 5, Weerd, Infernal Machine, 
Stranger on a Train, Fugatar

STAR BAR
437 Moreland Ave. 
(404) 681-9018 
www.starbar.net

1/29 The Satanic Mechanic

SMITH’S OLDE BAR
1580 Piedmont Ave. 
(404) 875-1522 
www.smithsoldebar.com
1/28  Mason Jennings, Taylor Holling-

sworth, The Great Unknowns
1/29 Bob Schneider, Aslyn
1/30  The Toasters, The Supervillains
1/31 Arjuna, Jetty, The Redaction
2/1 Tishamingo CD release listening 

party
2/2 Kings of Convenience
2/3 Rehab, Steadlur, Young Republi-

cans, Elevation, World Leader Pretend
2/4 The Rounders

THE MARK
79 Poplar St. 
(678) 904-0050 
www.themarkatlanta.com
1/28 King of Clubs Presents: Skin - 31 

Flavors
1/29 Fever

RIBS ‘N’ BLUES
86 5th St., NW 
(404) 249-8808 
www.ribsnblues.com
No events this week

for a story set in post-World War II 
France. 

Pierre’s mother almost seems like 
she is essentially in the story to assure 
us that the film’s unattached school-
teacher and choirmaster is fond of 
women, and not their sons. 

Adding considerably to the 
film’s emotional impact is Mathieu, 
played by the celebrated French 
actor Gerard Jugnot, who provides 
an intensely animated performance 
as a failure whose compassion has a 
trickle down effect on his affection 

starved students. 
Some critics could accuse the 

film of being predictable because 
of its persistently charming message 
of hope, but this movie really isn’t 
about plot twists or surprising the 
audience. 

It’s about playing our emotions 
like a Stradivarius violin and hitting 
the right notes with refinement and 
tenderness. 

Perhaps the reason that it escapes 
the pitfalls of excessive sappiness to 
which many other films from this 
genre have fallen victim is because 
it is directed, written and made with 
a foreign sensibility that Hollywood 
oftentimes lacks. 

Its emotional significance and 
brilliant soundtrack will linger with 
you long after viewing. 

Chorus from page 23

ances: a televised performance in 
Washington, D.C. for “America’s 
Millennium” in 2000, Sesame 
Street, Coca-Cola commercials, 
NBA half-time shows, sit-coms, an 
HBO special and other events. 

STOMP’s latest incarnation is in 
an IMAX film with limited release in 
selected cities around the world.

Devoid of any speech, the show 
solely relies on the allure of the music 
to carry the production. Performers 

Stomp from page 19

“Pierre’s mother 
almost seems like 
she is essentially 
in the story to 
assure us that the 
film’s unattached 
schoolteacher...is 
fond of women and 
not their sons.”

vary intensity as well as mediums 
to create a dynamic show, reaching 
out to involve the audience with 
rhythmic beats and responses. 

The Fabulous Fox Theater contin-
ues to attract major productions, with 
Broadway in Atlanta’s Little Shop of 
Horrors and Hairspray taking stage 
over the next several weeks. Little 
Shop of Horrors opens Feb. 1 and 
runs through the 6th. The Fox will 
be offering a $20 student rush ticket 
one hour prior to curtain every show, 
purchased with a valid student ID upon 
availability. For additional info: www.
foxtheatre.org.   

Opera from page 20

Phantom (he is the actual voice of 
her so-called “angel”). Entranced 
by his beautifully rich voice and 
masked face, Christine follows him 
with abandon, yet she soon discovers 
his true intentions — he basically 
wishes to “own” her and the voice 
that he helped to create. 

Enter Raoul, an eligible suitor 
and childhood friend of Christine’s 
that makes the Phantom extremely 
jealous. Carlotta also decides she 
will grace the opera house with her 
presence once again and wishes to 
take over Christine’s position, yet the 
caretakers of the opera house receive 
letters from the Phantom requiring 
them to make Christine the lead or 
to be prepared for the worse.

As Christine and Raoul begin 
to fall deeper in love, strange and 
deadly occurrences being to happen 
at the opera house. 

The Phantom stalks the house 
and watches Christine’s every move, 
while cleverly composing countless 
masterpieces in his underground 
lair. 

Without giving away the whole 
plot, the Phantom continues to thrill 
the audience with his clever schemes 
and mystifying stunts. He is in love 
with Christine and will go to great 
lengths to make her his bride.

The movie is a truly breathtaking 
experience, down to the last minute. 

Intricate costumes and incredibly 
expensive sets capture your attention 
throughout the film (the budget was 
an estimated $60 million). The flash-
backs from the story of the Phantom 
to the current events surrounding the 
auction are cleverly intertwined and 
give extra background information 
to the story.

Emmy Rossum’s portrayal of 
Christine is remarkable, and her 
voice is so amazing that she makes 
hitting the high notes seem effortless. 
It seems as if her years of singing at the 
Metropolitan Opera House in New 
York helped to mold her into the most 
perfect Christine imaginable.

Unlike watching Phantom on a 
stage, with the film you are able to see 
the emotion on the character’s faces 
and see the Phantom’s unmasked 
face up close. 

The movie adaptation also allows 
extra time for character development 
and gives an explanation of why the 
Phantom chooses to wear his white 
face mask and why he “haunts” the 
opera house. 

I had never seen Phantom before 
and was not really informed of the 
story, yet the movie was incredibly 
easy to follow and had me glued to 
my seat. It is a beautiful love story 
and a well-choreographed musical 
full of strong and impressive voices. 
This is not just a chick flick, but a 
magical film that will captivate all 
audiences.

  


